
CAEN - 25 June 

Race 1 

1. GO GARFIELD - Held 18L eighth at Lignieres in April. Others preferred on first mounted race start.  

2. GODYSSE - Nose winner of a driven race at Saint-Malo last month. Notable contender. 

3. GATSBY NOMIS - Down the field tenth in a driven contest at Graignes eight days ago. More required.  

4. GEMINI DE SOULAS - Fair 2.5L seventh at Le Touquet twelve days ago. Others hold more obvious claims on 

mounted debut.  

5. GIPSY DU JOUAN - DQ in a driven race at Saint-Aubin just under three weeks ago. Mounted debut.  

6. GHOST DE BARB - Down the field 26L eighth at Caen just over three weeks ago. Likely to have improved for the 

race.  

7. GEORKY DE MORGANE - Good 2.5L second at Vichy last week. Bold show expected.  

8. GREAT GANGSTER - DQ on two of his last three starts including at Le Croise-Laroche at the end of March. New 

shoeing combination tried.  

9. GIFTOVER - DQ on three of his last four starts including in a driven race at Chartres nine days ago. Risky proposition.  

10. GEVREY D'AUTHISE - Racing in pads for the first time following a string of DQ efforts. Minor role likely.  

11. GIBOLE DE L'ELLE - Good 1.25L second at Amiens just under three weeks ago. Top chance.  

12. GEM HAUFOR - Impressive 4L winner at this circuit at the start of the month. Leading contender.  

13. GOVANON - Fair 9.5L sixth at Le Croise-Laroche just over three weeks ago. Others preferred.  

Summary 

GEM HAUFOR (12) can complete a double having won by 4L at this circuit. GIBOLE DE L'ELLE (11) should be 

considered following a 1.25L second at Amiens. GEORKY DE MORGANE (7) delivered a 2.5L second at Vichy on 

mounted debut. Enters calculations in this event. GODYSSE (2) may return to mounted racing with a good effort having 

scored by a nose in a Saint-Malo driven race. 

Selections 

GEM HAUFOR (12) - GIBOLE DE L'ELLE (11) - GEORKY DE MORGANE (7) - GODYSSE (2)  



Race 2 

1. ISSAMBRES - DQ both starts to date including at Vire at the end of last month. Best watched.  

2. IZEURE LA RAVELLE - DQ at Erbray when debuting twelve days ago. More needed.  

3. ISBET SANT - Put a run of DQ behind her when 6.25L seventh at this circuit fifteen days ago. Improvement required.  

4. IDOLE DU RIB - Failed to shine when 11th at this track earlier this month. Capable of better.  

5. INSURRECTION - Good 2.25L at Les Andelys twelve days ago. Strong claims.  

6. IKARIA VET - Fourth when beaten 6L at Chateaubriant last month. One to note.  

7. IRIS FROM - Put a DQ behind her when 0.75L third at Laval four weeks ago. Bold show expected.  

8. ITALIA DRY - Runner-up when beaten 2.25L at Les Andelys just under two weeks ago. Notable contender.  

9. IMAGE CHARENTAISE - Racing in pads for the first time following a couple of DQ.  

10. IVANJICA DE LOU - Victorious by 1.25L at Amiens just under three weeks ago. Leading contender.  

11. ILA D'OR DU VINOIS - Good 4.5L third at Argentan twelve days ago. Of note in this race.  

12. ISLAND BOND - DQ at Chartres nine days ago. Claims on her nose second at Graignes prior.  

13. INES QUICK - Runner-up when beaten 0.25L at Argentan earlier this month. Top chance.  

Summary 

INES QUICK (13) can go one better than when 0.25L second at Argentan. IVANJICA DE LOU (10) has the opportunity 

to complete a double following a 1.25L success at Amiens. INSURRECTION (5) is shortlisted following a 2.25L third at 

Les Andelys. IRIS FROM (7) enters calculations having finished 0.75L third at Laval. 

Selections 

INES QUICK (13) - IVANJICA DE LOU (10) - INSURRECTION (5) - IRIS FROM (7)  



Race 3 

1. HOKKAIDO - DQ two most recent starts including at Laval a week ago. Others preferred.  

2. HABLER DU LOUVET - Midfield finish when eighth at Gournay five days ago. More needed.  

3. HUGO DE LASSAY - Held 14L fourth at a minor venue just under four weeks ago. Step forward required.  

4. HORTOHN - Third at Saint-Aubin just under three weeks ago. Notable runner.  

5. HARDI DE LAUMIERE - DQ in a driven race at Cherbourg five days ago. Others hold more obvious claims.  

6. HOZO D'ESPOIR - Improved effort 3.25L third here eleven days ago. Claims if replicating that effort.  

7. HOMEMADE QUICK - Completed a hat-trick when winning by 4.25L at Saint-Malo earlier this month. Top chance.  

8. HARVESTER - Faded when 25L fourth at Vincennes last month. Better expected on this occasion.  

9. HEILAT - Impressive 15L winner at Argentan twelve days ago. Bold show expected.  

10. HAMISH - DQ at Les Andelys in a driven contest earlier this month. Others preferred.  

11. HELIUM DE L'ITON - DQ at Vincennes a month ago. More required.  

12. HIDALGO DAIRPET - Debuting for a new yard here following a 3L third at this circuit last month.  

Summary 

HOMEMADE QUICK (7) can complete a four-timer following a 4.25L success at Saint-Malo. HEILAT (9) enters 

calculations having delivered a wide margin victory at Argentan. HARVESTER (8) can register a big effort here having 

won two of his last four starts including by 5L at La Capelle two back. HORTOHN (4) is another to consider after a third 

at Saint-Aubin. 

Selections 

HOMEMADE QUICK (7) - HEILAT (9) - HARVESTER (8) - HORTOHN (4)  



Race 4 

1. HARLEM DE L'ITON - Fair 8.25L sixth at Laval four weeks ago. Claims on earlier form.  

2. HAXO DE LA CHAULE - DQ at Laval at the end of last month. Others make more appeal.  

3. HIVER D'AUTHISE - Down the field 35L eighth at Nantes two weeks ago. Improvement needed.  

4. HORTINO - Fair 3.25L sixth at Bordeaux ten days ago. Others preferred.  

5. HARRY DE MIENNAIS - Winner at Vitre on his penultimate start and pads tried for the first time following a 3.25L 

fifth at Nantes subsequently.  

6. HARLANN DU TEMPLE - Completed a double when winning by 0.25L at Vichy just under three weeks ago. Bold 

show expected.  

7. HELL DREAM VET - Fourth when beaten 6.25L at Ecommoy at the end of last month. Of note in this race.  

8. HOPE YOU CAN - Good 3L third at this circuit just under five weeks ago. Strong claims.  

9. HOOPER DES CHASSES - Unraced Quaker Jet gelding. Likely to improve for the experience.  

10. HARMATTAN DU RIB - Fair 8.5L fourth at Laval a week ago. Step forward needed third up.  

11. HUNTER DE LA COTE - DQ at Chartres nine days ago. New shoeing combination tried.  

12. HANUGAN - Down the field at Avranches in a turf event five days ago. Looking for a first victory at the 15th time of 

asking.  

13. HERACLES DU LILAS - Nose winner at Rambouillet just under three weeks ago. Top chance.  

Summary 

HERACLES DU LILAS (13) is up to making it back-to-back wins following a nose success at Rambouillet. HARLANN 

DU TEMPLE (6) completed a double when winning by 0.25L at Vichy. Key player in current form. HOPE YOU CAN (8) 

enters calculations following a 3L third at this venue. HELL DREAM VET (7) is another of note after a 6.25L fourth at 

Ecommoy. 

Selections 

HERACLES DU LILAS (13) - HARLANN DU TEMPLE (6) - HOPE YOU CAN (8) - HELL DREAM VET (7)  



Race 5 

1. GREEN LIGHT - Three DQs in last four and hard to trust.  

2. GELLANA - Well beaten in this class latest at Argentan.  

3. GUELIA FAVARDY - No form in last four and dismissed.  

4. GENOVA MADRIK - Struggling at present including in this class.  

5. GELINOTTE DAIRPET - Back to back DQ but in contention on both occasion.  

6. GUEST STAR - Second at Graignes beaten 5.5L in this class eight days ago. Include.  

7. GAVARNIE - Third beaten 1.25L at Argentan twelve days ago in this class.  

8. GANANCIA TEJY - Not at best at present and can be looked over.  

9. GRACE DE L'ECLAIR - Good effort three starts back but struggled up in class since.  

10. GRACE DE VANDEL - Sixth at Erbray in this class but was second the time before in a higher class. Include.  

11. GENEVE - Fifth beaten 2.5L at Vichy two starts back but DQ on four of last five outings.  

12. GIULIA DES OUBEAUX - Fourth at Graignes beaten 9.25L in this class and could feature down in class.  

13. GALAXIE DJALMATS - Sixth in this class recently and one for the placings.  

14. GAULOISE D'AURCY - Fourth beaten 7.25L in a higher class at Graignes. Interesting.  

15. GLAMINA - Back to back DQ and hard to trust.  

16. GAZELLE D'ARZAL - Won by a neck in this class at Lisieux and has two recent wins.  

Summary 

GAZELLE D'ARZAL (16) has found two wins from past three starts and both in this class. Proven at this level and is in 

form. Horse to beat. GAULOISE D'AURCY (14) was a solid fourth when up in class beaten 7.25L and can be considered. 

GRACE DE VANDEL (10) can be forgiven when not at best in a mounted latest but was second beaten 0.75L the time 

before in a higher class driven. Has claims. GUEST STAR (6) finished second beaten 5.5L at Graignes in this class and 

can go well again. 

Selections 

GAZELLE D'ARZAL (16) - GAULOISE D'AURCY (14) - GRACE DE VANDEL (10) - GUEST STAR (6)  



Race 6 

1. GRETA - Third at Meslay Du Maine in this class beaten 1.75L three weeks ago. The second has since franked the 

form. 

2. FORT GALAA - Won four starts back but has been DQ on each outing since.  

3. FICTION D'ERABLE - Third beaten 0.75L in a lower class at Caen behind Falaisien du Rib. Chance again.  

4. FALAISIEN DU RIB - Beat re-opposing rivals when finishing strongly to win by 0.75L in a lower class mounted.  

5. FIGHTER KISS - Sixth beaten 16L in a lower class mounted. Ruled out.  

6. EPSON DU VIVIER - DQ in a lower class at Le Croise Laroche and easily passed over.  

7. GLADYS DU CEDRE - Fourth beaten 17L at Graignes in this class. More needed.  

8. EPSOM GIRL - Won by a neck at Pontchateau in a lower class driven. Only second mounted outing.  

9. FIGOV DE LA CLOUE - Second in a mounted contest at Laval in a lower class beaten 3L. Won previous two outings 

including in this class. Include.  

10. ET MAINTENANT - Four DQ in last six and going up in class.  

11. GALAXIE D'HAVANE - Ended last campaign at Campaign in a higher class beaten 0.75L. Not ruled out despite the 

layoff.  

12. FLORETTE DE BLARY - Well beaten on return in this class but could be fitter second up.  

13. GRETA DU CHATELET - No form in last six and easily ignored.  

14. GAIA D'OCCAGNES - Fifth beaten 4.25L at Laval in a higher class. Interesting down a level.  

15. GELINOTTE DU RIB - Down the field in last two outings but was runner-up at Vincennes in this class three starts 

back.  

Summary 

FIGOV DE LA CLOUE (9) was runner-up beaten 3L at Laval in a lower class but was a winner at this level three starts 

back. FALAISIEN DU RIB (4) won at this venue in a mounted race last time bringing his record to one win and two 

placings from three mounted events. Should be considered. GRETA (1) was a solid third in this grade at Meslay du 

Maine and can be included. FICTION D'ERABLE (3) was just behind Falaisien Du Rib on most recent outing. Place 

chance. 

Selections 

FIGOV DE LA CLOUE (9) - FALAISIEN DU RIB (4) - GRETA (1) - FICTION D'ERABLE (3)  



Race 7 

1. FUTE BUROIS - No form in recent outing and difficult to have despite the draw.  

2. FANTASTIC CHARM - Badly out of form in last four. Has won at this level previously so not entirely ignored.  

3. FONZY D'HERIPRE - Three DQ in last four and difficult to have.  

4. FAARRON DE VIETTE - Resuming after a 135 day break with shoes on. Best watched.  

5. FARAMEL DE JADE - DQ in a lower class latest. Time before was third in a lower class beaten 1.25L. Could bounce 

back.  

6. FORREST GUMP SET - Three DQ in last four but was runner-up beaten 1.25L in a higher class two start back. 

Chance.  

7. FRIPON D'AUTHISE - Fourth beaten 7.25L eighth days ago in this class and cannot be ruled out.  

8. FIRST DE PIENCOURT - Badly out of form in the last six and difficult to have.  

9. FARO DU BONANT - Runner-up at Rambouillet in a lower class five days ago. Recent form a positive in this line up.  

10. FABRY - Third beaten 10L in a claimer recently and best watched.  

11. FIRST MESLOIS - Runner-up in a higher class three starts back. No form in two starts since with shoes on. Rears 

shoes are coming off and can improve.  

12. FORBAN DU RIB - Fourth beaten 1.75L at this track in this grade and expected to go close.  

13. FROU FROU - Won by a neck in this class here two weeks ago. Top chance.  

14. FOU DE TOI FORGAN - DQ in a lower class six days ago and needs a bit more.  

15. FRANKLIN STAR - Eleventh beaten 16L in a lower class at Lisieux. Well beaten last time he was at this level.  

16. FOCUS QUICK - Five DQ in last six and impossible to trust.  

17. FASHION MAKER - Sixth beaten 3.5L in this class at this track behind Frou Frou. Not ruled out.  

18. FAKIM WEST - Fifth beaten 2.25L at this track behind Frou Frou and should be considered.  

Summary 

FROU FROU (13) finished strongly to win by a neck in this class at this venue recently beating a number of re-opposing 

rivals including FORBAN DU RIB (12) who was 1.75L back on that occasion. This pair look set to fight out the finish. 

FORREST GUMP SET (6) and FARAMEL DE JADE (5) were both DQ on the latest outings but have form at this level 

and could bounce back. 

Selections 

FROU FROU (13) - FORBAN DU RIB (12) - FORREST GUMP SET (6) - FARAMEL DE JADE (5)  



Race 8 

1. GOUTTE DU HOULBET - DQ at Vichy in this class but was a good fifth the time before in a higher class. Solid mobile 

record and interesting from this draw.  

2. FLECHE ETOILE - Won by 0.25L at Argentan three weeks ago in this class. Slight concern she is yet to win from 

nine mobile outings.  

3. FRANCE MADRIK - Runner-up beaten 0.5L at Vincennes in this class from behind the mobile. Raced close to the 

pace and get an early position once more.  

4. FLORA VENESI - Seventh at Le Touquet beaten 8.5L in a lower class. 33% strike rate in mobiles but this is a lot 

harder.  

5. FILLETTE DEL GREEN - Third beaten 6.25L at Caen in a higher class mobile event. Interesting at this level.  

6. EMERAUDE D'YVEL - Well beaten two weeks at ago Lisieux in a lower class.  

7. ELVIRE DU ROCHER - Struggled on last six outings and not an obvious winner.  

8. FEE DE BOISNEY - DQ when in contention eleven days ago in a higher class. Worth another try.  

9. GRANDE PRETRESSE - Third at Enghien six days ago beaten 1.25L in a higher class. Can feature.  

10. ESCAMPETTE - Struggled in two classes lower at Graignes in May and easily dismissed.  

11. FELICITA D'ECOUVES - Fifth beaten 4.25L at Caen in a lower grade. Needs more.  

12. DIXIE MADRIK - Three straight DQ and getting difficult to trust.  

13. ESTELLE NORDIQUE - Out of form and going up significantly in class.  

Summary 

FLECHE ETOILE (2) is bidding to win back to back races in this class after scoring at Argentan. The one to beat from 

a good draw. FRANCE MADRIK (3) was beaten 0.5L at Vincennes recently in this class and should not be far away. 

GOUTTE DU HOULBET (1) finished 3.25L from the winner in a higher class two starts back and can bounce back from 

a last time out DQ. FILLETTE DEL GREEN (5) put up a good effort at Caen in a stronger grade and can take advantage 

of the drop in standard. 

Selections 

FLECHE ETOILE (2) - FRANCE MADRIK (3) - GOUTTE DU HOULBET (1) - FILLETTE DEL GREEN (5) 


